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INTRODUCTION.

DURIXG the last few years land-clearing activities have in-

creased greatly in many sections of the United States, with a

very marked increase in the quantity of explosives used in such work.

Farmers' Bulletin 974, " Clearing Land," reviews the various

methods of land clearing. The present circular presents the details

of stump-blasting operations.

In blasting stumps the proper location and size of the charge

depend upon the kind, size, and age of the stump; the kind of soil

and the amount of moisture in it ; and the method of firing the charge

which is to be used.

The kind or variety of stump generally determines the type of

root system, although the root system sometimes is affected by the

nature of the soil and by the amount of water present. Root develop-

ment is of two main types—tap roots and lateral roots. The chief

characteristic of tap-root stumps is that the main root grows straight

down into the earth, generally with a fringe of small roots near the

surface. Some of the tap-root stumps have only one root, which may
be even larger than the trunk of the tree for some distance below the

surface. Among the trees that have tap roots in normal conditions

are long-leaf pine, hickory, white oak, and black gum.

The roots of the lateral type spread out from the stump in all di-

rections and generally are all near the surface. Typical lateral-root

stumps are those of the elm, soft maple, locust, dogwood, alder, hem-

lock, and cypress. Some authorities make a third class called the

semilateral-root type, including those that have wide, spreading

lateral roots and some which grow more or less vertically. In this

subdivision are placed the white pine, poplar, chestnut, walnut, red

oak, black oak, pin oak. persimmon, and redwood.
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The variety of the stump determines also whether or not it will die

and begin to rot as soon as the tree is cut down, or whether sprouts

and suckers will spring up to keep the roots alive. The rapidity with

which the stump will rot varies with the kind of stump, and the

amount of rotting which has taken place affects the location and size

of the charge required to blast the stump. White and Norway pines,

locust, cedar, and white oak rot very slowly, but the other oaks, pop-

lar, ash, hemlock, hickory, and gum decay rather rapidly.

The age of the stump, or rather the length of time since the tree

was cut down, must be considered in determining the size of the

charge. The largest quantity of explosive is required for a green,

freshly-cut stump, and the quantity required for an old stump will

depend on the age of the stump and the rapidity with which it decays.

Unless there is some special need for the land, it is generally cheaper

to let the stumps stand for at least a year after cutting before re-

moving them.

The nature of the soil must be considered in fixing the size of the

charge. The more resistance the soil offers to the force of the ex-

plosion, the greater will be the force exerted against the stump.

Hence, stumps in loose, sandy soils must be more heavily loaded

than those in firm, stiff soils. It is generally agreed that so-called

high-speed explosives give better results in sandy soils than do low-

percentage dynamites or stumping powders. Since water can not

be compressed, its presence in the pores or open spaces in loose soils

adds something to the resistance which is offered to the explosive

force and thus makes the explosion somewhat more effective. It fol-

loAvs that, especially in sandy soils, better results will be obtained in

blasting stumps when the ground is wet than when it is drj^ It

should be remembered, however, that moist soil in this connection

refers to soil near the charge—2 or 3 feet under ground—and not

surface soil.

It is evident that the size of the stump is a very large factor in

determining the charge, but in view of all the varying conditions

which affect the size of the required charge it is impossible to give

any rule whereby the size of the charge may be determined by meas-

urinig the stump. Elsewhere in this circular some examples of

charges which have been used are presented to give an idea of the

quantity of explosive required.

There are two methods of firing charges of explosives, namely with

safety fuse and with electric current. The blaster must consider

which method he is to use when determining the size and location

of tlie charges. With a safety fuse but one charge can be fired at a

time, while the electric method permits a number of charges to be

fired simultaneously. Hence, Avhen the safety fuse is to be used but

one charge can be placed under the stump, so that it must be larger
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Fig. 1.—Location of bore hole and cap-
and-fuse charge in a tap-root stump.

and differently located than wlien a number of smaller charge.s are

to be fired electrically. The electric method is much to be preferred

becanse of its safety. Its fii'st cost is greater than that of the safety-

fnse method, but the saYing in time is generally sufficient to offset this

when several hundred pounds of explosive is to be used.

PLACING THE CHARGE.

TAP-ROOT STUMPS.

For tap-root stumps the charges can be placed in several ways.

The first method is shown in figure 1. Enough earth should be dug
away from the side of the stump

to allow the boring of an inclined

hole into the stump so that the

bottom of the hole shall be well

past the center of the tap root and

at the depth where it is desired to

cut the root off. The bore hole

must be j^ut in at such an angle

that the hole will be deep enough

to leave at least 8 inches in the

wood above the top of the charge

for the necessary tamping. A IJ-inch wood auger is required for

boring the hole. The charge may be fired by either a cap and safety

fuse or an electric current.

The second method consists in placing two or more charges against
the sides of the tap root, as shown in figure 2. The holes, which
should be at least 3 feet deep, can be made with a crowbar or driving

bar, and should be so placed that

the charges will be directly against

the root. As all the charges must
be fired at the same time, an elec-

tric blasting machine must be used

with this method.

In case neither a wood auger nor
a blasting machine is available, a

tap-root stump may be blasted by
placing one charge against the root

at a good depth and firing with a

cap and fuse.

Of these three methods the first requires the least and the third the

largest quantity of explosive. Unless a power-boring machine is

available, the first method requires the most labor, since it is much
easier to put down two or three holes with a driving bar than to

bore a long hole in the taj) root. If the charge is placed in the tap

Fig. 2.—For blasting tap-root stump with
distributed charges electrically fired.
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Fig. 3.—Correct method of loading a

lateral-root stump with a single

charge.

root the explosion generally splits the stump and makes it easier to

handle than is usually the case Avith either of the other two methods.

LATERAL AND SEJMILATERAL ROOT STUMPS.

The proper placing of the charge or charges in lateral and semi-

lateral root stumps requires some judgment and experience on the

part of the blaster. The method of

firing will determine whether one

large or several smaller charges

must be used. Where the cap-and-

fuse method of firing is used, the

center of the charge must be placed

under the center of resistance. In
this connection it should be remem-
bered that the roots and not the

stump itself offer the resistance to

the explosive force. Generally the

center of resistance will be at about

the center of the stump, although it often happens that there are

heavier and stronger roots on one side of the stump than on the other.

The depth of the charge requires some consideration. One rule

is that the center of the charge should be at least as deep as the

diameter of the stump. However, the depth depends somewhat on
whether the roots are widespreading or are closely bunched. For
small stumps the charge should be

at least 2 feet deep, while larger

stumps with widespreading roots

should be loaded deeper. Charges

in light or sandy soils must be

deeper than in stiff soils. If the

charge be too shallow, the stump
will be split and thrown back
without being blown out, and the

roots will be broken off instead of

being pulled out. The general

method of placing a single charge
under a stump of this kind is

shown in figure 3.

If an electric blasting machine is available, one or more charges

may be used. With a large stump the charges may be distributed

around the stump in the places where they will be most effective.

Generally one charge should be placed beneath the center of the

stump to split it, and the others should be placed under the larger

roots—in most cases, close to the stump. An experienced blaster

can foretell where the stump is likely to split, and he will distribute

his charges so that each part of the stump and larger roots will be

thrown out. Figure 4 shows the general method of placing the

charges under these conditions.

Fig. 4.—Details of loading distributed

charges under and around a larg(>

lateral-root stump for an electrically

fired blast.
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SIZE OF CHARGE.

It is impossible to give an}^ exact rule for the size of the required

charge which will apply to all cases. A riile-of-thumb given by E.

D. Strait ^ is as follows :
'' Koughly, the niTmber of pounds of dyna-

mite required to shoot a stump clear of the ground is the same as

the square of the number of feet in the diameter of the stump at the

cut-off. For example, a 2-foot stump will require 4 pounds, and one

6 feet in diameter will require 3G pounds. Often less will do the

work, but occasionally more is required." J. E. Mattern - says

:

" Ordinarily it takes 1 pound of explosives for each foot in diameter

of stump, when the stump is such as a white pine in clay soil cut

10 years or longer. Green stumps of any kind require more than

this—usually about half again as much; sometimes twice as much.

A rule for the enormous stumps of the Pacific Coast is to square

the diameter of the stump, measured in feet, and use this figure as

the number of 1^ by 8-inch sticks of explosives required. This rule

usually overestimates the amount required for stumps larger than

3 feet in diameter." One company recommends the following:

" For blasting old but solid stumps in firm dense soil load according

to the following table, making variations either way as may be re-

quired :

Diameter of stump in inches 12 18 24 30 P,G 42 48

Omices of Stumping Powder 16 24 32 40 .16 72 88

" If the stumps are green, or if the soil is loose and sand}^, these

amounts must be increased, but if the stumps are partially decayed,

lighter loading will do the required work."

Mr. Mattern also gives the following charges of d^^namite or farm

powder for loads in the tap root of pine trees in sandy soils

:

Diameter of stump in inches 6 8 10 12, 15 IS

Ounces of explosive 4 6 8 12 16 20

For pine stumps in sandy soil when the charge is placed against

the tap root he gives the following

:

Diameter of the stump in inches 6 8 12 15 18

Ounces of explosive 8 12 24 32 -H)

Mr. J. H. Swenehart, land-clearing specialist, University of Wis-

consin, reports that the average load of 20 per cent dynamite used in

his land-clearing operations on white-pine stumps was 0.055 ounce

per square inch of cross-sectional area, or 0.49 pound per square foot.

Under the same conditions the average charge of TXT (with a Xo. 8

cap) was 0.0387 ounce per square inch, or 0.3483 pound per square

foot.

' T'. S. r.'fpt. of A.m-ic. Fariiv: s" r.iill. 074.

-"Clearing' Land of Stumps."' Iiistihito of Makers of Explosives, New Yoik.
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In the cooperative investigations of picric acid carried on by the

United States Bureau of Mines, the University of Wisconsin, and the

United States Department of Agriculture the average charge used

successfully on 21 white-pine stumps in clay soils was 0.0274 ounce of

picric acid per square inch of cross-sectional area, or 0.2466 pound
per square foot.

Both in Mr. Swenehart's work and in the cooperative experiments

the stumps were measured 1 foot above the surface of the ground.

In connection with the above rules it should be noted that dynamite

is put up in sticks weighing about one-half pound (8 ounces).

The inexperienced blaster should begin his work by experimenting

with a few charges of various sizes on the smaller stumps. After

firing a few shots he will be able to tell about how much explosive

will be required. An economical charge will turn the stump and

large roots out of the ground and will leave only a small hole. An
overcharge will scatter the pieces of the stump far and wide and

will leave a large hole. It is impracticable to load everj^ stump so

that it will be entirely removed, and any remaining pieces that

can be pulled by a team can be so removed more cheaply than by

blasting. In case of doubt as to the proper size of charge, put in the

larger quantity, as a second shot is always ineffective and expen-

sive. The blaster should carry a notebook with him and enter in it

all the information in regard to each shot. One difficulty in com-

jDaring charges used by different blasters arises from the fact that

the diameters of the stumps are measured at different heights; so

for the sake of uniformity it is recommended that the stumps be

measured 1 foot above the surface of the ground. This can best be

done by measuring around the stump with a tapeline and dividing

that length by 3.14, which gives the diameter of the stump.

LOADING THE CHARGE.

The bore holes may be made either with a driving bar or with a

soil auger, unless the charge is to be placed in a tap root, when the

hole in the root must be made with a wood auger. In most cases the

driving bar is the better tool. This bar should be an eight-sided tool-

steel bar, 1^ inches in diameter and 4J' feet long, with a pencil point

extending back about 6 inches from one end. A 10-pound sledge

should be used to drive this bar. In clay soils the bar may be diffi-

cult to pull out from the ground, in which case it should be hit

from the side occasionally as it is being driven down. In exceptional

cases it may be pulled by twisting a short piece of chain about the

bar and prying up on the chain with a crowbar or pole run through

a loop in the chain. A 2-inch soil auger Avith a long or sectional

handle is a necessity where long holes are required.
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Where the stump is large and has to be fired with one charge, the

bore hole may be enlarged by " springing " or '' chambering " so

that a heavy charge may be put in one compact body rather than

distributed through a very long hole. The hole should be put down
to the required depth and a small charge made up of one-eighth or

one-quarter of a stick of explosive placed without tamping in the

bottom of the hole and discharged. After the hole has cooled off,

which takes about five minutes, the enlarged chamber may be packed

full of explosive in slit c^irtridges, and primed, tamped, and fired in

the ordinary manner. Generally, bore holes in wet ground should not

be sprung.

Before putting the charge into the bore hole, run the tamping

stick down to the bottom of the hole to make sure that there are no

obstructions in the way. If the charge consists of more than one

cartridge, and the soil is not Avet. it is good practice to slit the

cartridge wrappers lengthwise with a sharp knife before putting

them into the bore hole, then ram each cartridge with the tamping

stick until the explosive completely fills all of the space in the

hole. Load all of the charge except the last cartridge, which is to

be primed, and then prepare the primed cartridge. If the hole be

wet. it is not advisable to slit the cartridges. If it is desired to use

less than one cartridge in making up the charge, cut the wrapper
around the cartridge with a sharp knife and break the cartridge.

Do not attempt to slit, cut, or load a cartridge of frozen explosive.

PRIMING THE CHARGE.

The operations of handling fuse and caps and priming a charge

are illustrated in figure 5. The first step is to cut off the proper

length of fuse from the fuse roll. The fuse must be long enough to

give the blaster ample time to reach a safe place after he lights it,

and also must be long enough to reach from the charge to a few

inches above the ground. Ordinary fuse burns at a rate of 2 feet

per minute, and the blaster should allow^ himself at least two minutes

for safety. The fuse should extend 3 or 4 inches above the ground,

so that it may be lighted readily. Place the fuse on a wood block or

Ijoarcl and cut it off squarely with a sharp knife. If the end of the

fuse is flattened in cutting, squeeze it back into shape with the

fingers. Xext, open the cap box and by tipping the box allow a cap

to slide out. Do not attempt to pick or pry a cap out of the box ^vith

a stick or wire, as the caps are very sensitive. Slip the end of the

fuse into the open end of the cap until it rests against the charge in

the bottom of the cap. Do not twist the fuse against the charge, as

the friction may cause an explosion. Then take a cap crimper, which
is a tool somew^hat like a pair of pliers, and crimp the end of the cap

against the fuse. If the charge is to be fired in Avater, put a little
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Punching a Hole in Cartridge
with Handie of Crimper

Taking Cap from Box

Tying Cord around Fuse

Slipping Cap on End of Fuse

Crimping Cap to Fuse Tying around Cartridge
with Crimper to Make Secure
Fig. 5.—Attaching a blasting cap to fuse and priming a cartridge.
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tallow, hard soap, or similar substance around the top of the cap.

Next, with the bent handle of the cap crimpers, or a wooden stick

about the size of a lead pencil, make a hole in the side of the cartridge

of explosive. This hole should so incline that the part to be occupied

by the caj^ will be parallel to the side of the cartridge, and should be

deep enough to contain the cap. In other words, the cap should be

pointed directh^ toward the charge, and it should be completel}^

within the priming cartridge. Now, tie a cord first around the fuse

and then around the cartridge in such a way that the cap will be held

in place while the primed cartridge is being placed in the hole. If

the cartridge is to be fired in water, place some of the soap or other

waterproofing substance around the hole where the fuse enters the

cartridge. The primed cartridge is now read}^ to be placed in the

bore hole. This should be done very carefully to avoid disturbing

the cap in its location in the primed cartridge. If the bore hole is

too small to permit the fuse and cartridge to go down easil3\ the

cartridge may be primed by placing the cap in one end and fastening

it as above; but the side-priming method is to be preferred and

should be used whenever possible.

In this connection it should be said that it is poor economy to buy
inferior fuse. The small extra cost of good fuse over cheap fuse is

much more than offset by securing more complete explosions, less

loss of time from hang-fires and misfires, and greater safety.

Priming a charge with an electric cap is a much simpler opera-

tion, as the caps are furnished with two wires in either 4 or G foot

lengths. Care must be taken not to pull the wires out of the cap

duriug any of the operations. The electric cap should be placed in

a hole in the side of the cartridge in the same way and place as out-

liued in the case of the cap and fuse. The electric wires are then

wrapped around the cartridge and tied to it with a cord. The primed

cartridge should then be placed gently in the bore hole.

TAMPING THE CHARGE.

Having placed the pruned charge in the bore hole, it is necessary

to tamp it. The handle of a common long-handled shovel, with the

rounded end of the handle cut off square, makes an ideal tamping

stick, but any straight, round stick about IJ inches in diameter and 5

feet long will do. Never use iron or steel rods for tamping. The

best tamping material is moist clay with moist loam and moist sand

following in the order named. The material should be packed lightly

for the first 4 to 6 inches over the charge, after which it should be

rammed tightly into place. To get the full force of the explosive

the hole must be filled as firmly as though the earth had never been

disturbed. The fuse or electric wires should be drawn to one side
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of the bore hole before tamping and care should be taken not to

break them. The bore hole should be thoroughly tamped to the sur-

face of the ground, and any holes in the center of the stump or

around it should also be filled and tamped.

FIRING THE CHARGE.

Before firing any charge, care must be taken to see that everyone

is at a safe distance; that there are no passers-by on adjacent high-

ways; that the tools, extra explosives, and caps are safely disposed

of; that no live stock is near; and, in general, that everyone in

the vicinity has been warned.

To fire a charge with safety fuse and cap, it is only necessary

to light the powder in the end of the fuse. To do this, split the

fuse for an inch back from the end to expose the powder, apply a

burning match to the powder and hold it there until the powder

begins to " spit " and burn. Be sure that the powder train is afire

before leaving, but when it does catch lose no time in getting away.

When the charge fails to go off, as will sometimes happen even

with the most experienced blasters, stay away from the vicinity of

the stump until the next day. It is never safe to go back immedi-

ately to a charge which fails to explode. The fuse may have been

injured in tamping, and instead of burning rapidly may smoulder

for a long time, and then reignite the powder in the lower end

of the fuse and fire the explosive. Do not attempt to remove the

tamping, even after 24 hours, for it is not only extremely danger-

ous, but in some States is unlawful. Instead, put down another

charge near the one which failed. It should be close enough to the

old one so that it will fire the old charge, but care should be taken not

to disturb the old charge in any way when putting down the new one.

To fire a charge primed with electric blasting caps, an electric

blasting machine, lead wire, and some connecting wire are required.

Electric blasting machines are small portable dynamos, so ar-

ranged that an electric current is generated by pushing down a rack

bar which extends through the top of the machine. They are made
in several sizes, some firing up to 3 electric blasting caps, other sizes

firing up to 10, 30, 60, and so on. For the farmer with but a few
stumps to blast, the size which will fire 10 caps will be large enough

;

but the size which fires 30 caps is more generally used than any other

in agricultural work. Blasting machines, as well as all other neces-

sary blasting equipment, can generally be obtained from local dealers

in explosives (usually hardware stores), or they may be had by writ-

ing directly to any manufacturer of explosives. These machines

seldom get out of order, but they should be kept in a dry place and
should not be thrown about or handled roughly.
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Lead wires are the wires which carry the current from the blasting

machine to the blasting-cap wires. They are heavily insulated cop-

per wires, generally Xo. 14. and should be long enough to insure that

the blaster will be beyond the danger zone of the explosion (at least

250 feet). The "duplex"' lead wire in which both wires are insu-

lated in one small cable is more convenient to use than are two single

wires.

Connecting wire is Xo. 20 and 21 insulated copper wire, which is

used in making connections between the wires attached to the electric

blasting caps and the lead wires. It comes in spools of various

weights.

If only one charge is to be fired by the electric method, the two

wires which protrude through the tamping should be connected to

lead wires, and these in turn connected with the blasting machine.

If more than one charge is to be fired, one cap wire may be connected

to the lead wire and the other connected to one wire of the second

charge, the remaining wire of the second charge being connected

with one wire of the third charge, and so on until the second wire

of the last charge is reached, which is connected to the second lead

wire. If the holes are too far apart for the cap wires to reach from

one to the other, the wires are joined by pieces of connecting wire.

These connections are all made by twisting the bare ends of the

wires tightly together. The wires should be scraped with a knife

edge so that they will be free from grease and rust when the connec-

tions are made. The bare joints should be kept off of wet ground or

water, and should not be allowed to touch each other. The lead wires

should not be connected to the blasting machine until immediately

before the shot is fired, and should be detached from the blasting

machine immediately after firing the shot. After the lead wires

are connected to the blasting machine, it is only necessary to pull up
the handle of the blasting machine and then push it down vigorously.

When the handle reaches its lowest point a circuit is closed which

fires the charge.

Should a misfire result, disconnect the lead wires from the blast-

ing machine, and then it is safe to go back to the charge. The most

common causes of misfires are missing or poor connections and short

circuits caused by contact between bare wires or by connections made
in water or on damp ground. If the cause of the misfire can not be

found, proceed to put in other charges close to those which failed, as

in the case of misfires with safety fuse. Do not attempt to dig or

pull up the charge which failed to explode.

SPLITTING STUMPS.

StiiinpH which have been pulled or l)lasted out may be split into

conveniently handled pieces by small charges of explosive. The
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charge may be placed in a natural hollow or cavity in the stump, or

in a hole bored into the stump, or between the forks of the main

roots. In the first two cases the charge should be well tamped with

moist earth, and in the last case the charge must be " mud-capped,"

that is, covered with at least 6 inches of soft, stiff mud. The charges

required usually are small.

SAFETY.

There is little danger attached to stump blasting providing the

blaster does not become careless and neglect to observe the precau-

tions which are so essential. Particular attention is called to the

following points, most of which have been previously mentioned but

which are repeated here because of their great importance.

1. It is dangerous to handle frozen explosives. Some explosives

freeze at comparatively high temperatures while others do not freeze

at all. When you buy your explosive find out from the dealer at what
temperature it will freeze and secure directions for thawing it out

if you must use it in cold weather. Safety fuse cracks and breaks

easily in cold weather.

2. Store explosives and caps in dry places. Do not store them

together. Keep both under lock and key.

3. Remember, blasting caps are very sensitive and have more
"kick" than a high-power rifle bullet. Handle them carefully and

keep them away from children.

4. Do not carry blasting caps in your pocket.

5. Do not attempt to take blasting caps from the box by prying

them out with a nail, wire, or anything sharp or hard.

6. Do not try to withdraw the wires from an electric blasting cap.

7. Use nothing but a pair of crimpers to crimp a cap to the fuse.

8. Do not cut safety fuse short to save time ; it is poor economy.

9. Use blasting caps and electric blasting caps of the size recom-

mended for the particular explosive you are using. Weak caps re-

sult in misfires and incomplete explosions.

10. Do not smoke or carry matches while handling explosives.

11. Do not shoot into explosives with either pistol or rifle.

12. Do not leave explosives where live stock can get at them. iSome

explosives contain ingredients of which cattle are very fond, but

which will poison them.

13. Open boxes containing explosives with a wooden wedge

—

never with a nail-puller, ax, or pick.

14. Wait 5 minutes before loading a " sprung " hole. If the gas

in the chamber has not had time to cool, it may cause a premature
explosion when the charge is put into the chamber.

15. Use no iron or steel tamping bars, only wooden ones.
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16. Be sure that everyone is in a safe place, that the extra explo-

sives and caps are protected, and that all persons in the vicinity are

warned before iirin<r a charge.

17. Do not connect the lead wires to the electric blasting machine

until you are ready to fire. Immediately after firing disconnect the

lead wires.

18. Allow no one but the blaster to approach the electric blasting

machine while charges are being wired up.

19. Do not investigate a misfire until the next day if you are using

a safety fuse and cap.

20. Do not attempt to dig u}) or pick out a charge which has failed

to explode. Put down another charge at least 2 feet from the one

that failed.

21. Eemember that you never can undo the results of any act of

carelessness, so put " Safety First."
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